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Lithium Emulation See; raysahelian.com/lithium.html Now note, this isnt the Orotate version, or emulation

there of.... but rather a milder form. A simplistic ionic representation. So what I suspect what we'll get from

this is similiar but milder effects.... "Lithium is used for some types of depression, bipolar disorder, and

cluster headaches. Lithium is used by traditional medicine in the psychiatric care. I have used natural

Lithium Orotate with very good results. In nature, Thyme is rich in lithium. J_S" "There is a new study

using Lithium for ALS patients with some apparently very good results. Still very new though. My sister

has ALS and has just started taking it. She told us that her back spasms had stopped after being on it for

a week. That was a week ago. " Naia "[the_sound_of_stars] Re: Hi Doc, I just ordered the DNA

groupSunday, April 27, 2008 12:08 PM From: "Bonnie To: the_sound_of_stars@yahoogroups.com

Gloria, Thanks so much for sharing these observations with us.. I also use the demos in my sessions

sometimes. I have one client, downs, autistic, seizures .I used the lithium ss on her once in

session......She has since, been requesting the " beeps" AWESOME Love and Light Bonnie Testimonial -

I just had an hour running the Lithium-mp3, and it did take me somewhat out of the lethargy Ive felt more

or less, for a few days now. What also happened, was that I felt warmth in my head, and looking in the

mirror, I had had gotten a bit red in the face. Looked and felt like a slight niacine-flush. I wonder if this

works by diluting the micro-capillaries? This would indicate higher oxygenisation. Add hydergine and

ginkgo biloba, and we are of to heaven!! Good work, Doc ! And thank you !! JS
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